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A professionally written book. such as thts enc. differs from an ordinary boo6 like profes- 
sionally taylored clothes differ from ordinary ciothea. Strange to say. no such comprehensive 
treatise on fields had been written before. desptte the central role of the notion of field in 
mathematics. On leafing through the pages of this book, we wonder again and again “surely 
such a central topic has been written up before?! ” only to realize that this is not the case. that 
mathematicians are so sloppy at recording the results of their research. that the whole of 
mathematics risks some day to be forgotten and perhaps rediscovered centurtcs later, that is. 
if it were not for some rare comprehensive monograph like Karpilovsky’a. 
On the occasion of the appearance of the second edition of this already classic treatise. one 
should invent an appropriate negation of the classic French saying that “chayur L;&iurr /uif 
rqret/er /u prl&iw~re” (as used to be said of most dictionaries). Perhaps we could try “every 
new edition is a feat that we thought the preceding had already achieved.” Readers will find 
their own variants, under the influence of the enthusiasm that the reading of this second 
edition will generate. 
At last a complete expositton. with a minimum of background requirements. of what is 
probably one of the great mathematical feats of this century. Although the reading is not 
exactly bedside. we feel we could get through it in a couple of years. One can. however, 
spotread with great interest ht uftti rlu. 
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An evil tongue might suggest that classical algebraic geometry is based upon a misunder- 
standing. One talks about varieties as if they were drawings in ordinary space, forgetting that 
complex varieties do not correspond to any drawings. since they have “really” twice the 
dimensions that they are trumped up to have. Once upon a time, people would prove every 
fact about algebraic curves twice: first, by faking the notion of a curve in the plane or in 
space, and then, by remembering that an algebraic curve is really a Riemann surface. 
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